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Pro TEQ-Burnisher

The DITEQ Pro Series TEQ Burnisher is a 27” high powered / High Speed Burnisher designed
esigned specifically for the concrete polishing and maintenance market. Powered by a engine much larger
arger than the
industry average with a full 22HP Robin (compared to the 17HP wax and floor polish machines). The
engine is maintenance friendly, fully certified and EPA compliant and includes a multitude
de of safety
features. The runtime is 4 to 6 hours per LPG cylinder.

.

A state of the art in burnisher technology including an adjustable head weight setting too adjust the
aggressiveness and production rate, power grip floating pad driver with a better bite onn maintenance
and diamond pads for increase demands of polishing concrete, ergonomically friendly operator handle
and controls, a wet kit with integral water tank with easy fill access, center feed waterr delivery
system through the pad driver to minimize the water and slurry using centripetal forcess to carry a
minimal amount of water dispersing across the complete diamond pad face (less slurryy = less mess to
cleanup), and the water release system is controlled by the operator with lever switches
es so the water
can be added at the optimal time and amount at full operating speeds.
The DITEQ Pro Series burnisher was designed and fabricated in America using a reinforced
ced
steel welded frame to withstand the demands from the American Contractors needing
quality equipment to do the job right the first time. A machine they can count on job
after job.
The high power, high rotary speeds and high head weight on this machine are ideal for quickly and
efficiently generating the higher temperatures needed on many of the guard type products currently and soon to be
released for the concrete polishing market. The wet kit is ideal for the wet polishing steps for the final steps in fully
polished slab process. This ergonomically friendly machine can be a very quick tool for removing microscratches in
guard type coatings and polished floors to restore the full luster and gloss of a newly polished floor.
The propane system includes state of the art in safety features including a catalytic muffler, emission sensing and
shutdown system, tachometer, hour meter and maintenance alert, safety fill LPG cylinder with the latest in ODP
technology.
The DITEQ Pro Series burnisher carries a full two year manufacturer’s warranty.

Specifications

TEQ-Burnisher

Production

33,000 sq ft per hr

Engine

Robin 22 hp

Engine Speed

3,450 rpm

Drum Speed

800-1000 rpm

Polishing Diameter

27 inches

Box Dimensions

L52”xW37.5”xH46”

Shipping Weight

350 lb.

Part No.

G00044

Power grip floating pad driver with a better bite on maintenance and diamond
pads for increase demands of polishing concrete
Floor Maintenance Pads
Burnisher Pads
Grit

VLM

M Series

R Series

Part No.

Part No.

Part No.

200

161497

161291

400

161498

161283

161299

800

161499

161259

161307

1500/1800

161500

161267

161315

3000

161501

161275

161323

6000/8000

161502

11000

161503

161331
SP23 10052012

Dimensions

Black
Stripper

White
Polish

27” x 1” Round

A70017

A70018
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